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iTrent provided the payroll and elements of the HR solution we needed and MHR have
provided technical support to help us complete this phase of our Agile HR project.
The biggest challenge was to rollout a culture of manager-led HR. This 15-month
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A Need For Change

Prior to the project, the online application
process involved downloading an electronic
rich text form (RTF).The completed form was
subsequently uploaded to the corporate jobs
page. Basic personal details were also captured
at the form download stage and data converted
on iTrent. While this process did act as an initial
familiarisation
with electronic
applications, the
PLYMOUTH
CITY COUNCIL
process would receive negative feedback from
applicants who found the fixed formatting
restrictive. Other issues also existed with equal
opportunities monitoring and the conversion of
data contributed to the administrative burden of
staff. Overall, it was a short-term solution in the
absence of a full web recruitment option.

change management process which in turn
would result in favourable feedback from staff and
applicants.”

A Team Effort

The Project Implementation Group comprised a
wide ranging membership, including professional
HR staff, key users, an equal opportunities officer,
systems analysts, school managers and the
personnel clerical supervisor. The school managers
are experienced, managerial staff members
who manage administrative processes within
each school enable initiation of the iTrent Web
Recruitment implementation.
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Proactive Communication Strategy

Future Plans

The Project Implementation Group used its
members to promote a proactive communication
strategy.
It was imperative that the change management
approach be inclusive for all staff either individually
or through representation. School managers
updated
colleagues CITY
at theirCOUNCIL
monthly school board
PLYMOUTH
meetings whilst the personnel officers completed
monthly demonstrations and updates to junior
clerical staff in the personnel department. Testing
provided another opportunity for involvement with
personnel clerical users and staff from schools
contributing to both unit testing and the pilot test.

Phase 2 of the project involves the development
of an application to handle the pre advertisement
aspect of web recruitment, including the
preparation of job descriptions, employee
specifications and interview dates. Phase 3 will
see the implementation of paperless short-listing
across the university.

Results Using iTrent
Transforms HR Services
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